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1. SCOPE
This document describes the monthly weather and yield data base
and associated computer programs installed on the 360/195 complex
at Suitland, Maryland. The system is in support of Yield Estima-






AD-04 requires specification for the India data base. This is
not available at the time of preparation of this document.





The me-thly yield data base system consists of three components.
The first is the computer hardware necessary to support the
system. This is described in section 3.1. The second is a
_	 data base structure. This is described in section 3.2. The
third is a set of support programs. This is described in
section 3.3.
3.1 HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
These programs and data are resident on the IBM 360/195 complex
at Suitland, Maryland. They should be transferable to any
IBM 360-370 series machine with sufficient disk to handle the
data base and main memory to support the PL/I optimizing
compiler.
3.2 DATA BASE STRUCTURE
The data base (Monthly Yield Data Base) is a tree structure,
nodes being countries, regions, districts, etc. Nodes are
referred to as levels in the remainder of this document. The
basic unit of information is a block. Blocks are of four types:
Control, Directory, Data Descriptor and Data, and Model Defini-
tion, each with a corresponding PL/I structure given in
appendix A.
3.2.1 DATA BASE STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
The data base currently occupies 288 6440 byte blocks, parti-
tioned into three data sets: USA 114 blocks, USSR/Canada
114 blocks, Arge^`ina/Australia 60 blocks.
3.2.2 CONTROL BLOCKS
There is only one control block on a Ule. It is the first
block to be defined and contains information on the block type
j.	 of every other block in the file. It also contains the loca-
tion of the directory entry for every level-one region (usually
a country).
Control block information is divided into eleven sections, some
of which are arrays with subsections.
1. The first section is the file identification name which is a
name up to eight characters in length describing the file.
2. The second section gives the number of passwords which are
available to use the programs accessing the file.
3. The third section is an array of one to eight passwords, '
each up to eight characters in length. Any one of the pass-
words can be used to access the programs. The number of
passwords in this section should equal the number given in
section 2.
4. The fourth section gives . :he number of levels in which the
data is arranged.
5. The fifth section is an array of one to eight level names,
each up to 24 characters in length. The levels refer to the
organization of the data. The smaller the level number, the
larger the region; the larger the level number, the smaller
the region. For example, level one is probably a country,
whereas level four may be a crop reporting district. Data
are collected at the smaller regions (higher level numbers)
and may or may not be aggregated up to lower level numbers.
The number of level names in this section should equal the
number given in section 4.
6. The sixth section gives the number of codes, not to exceed 32,
for variables which are in the data blocks.
r^
7. The seventh section is an array with subsections giving
information on each of the codes. The six subsections are
repeated for each of the codes, the number of which should
equal the number in section 6.
a. The code number identifies the variable, for example,
precipitation.
b. The unit number identifies how the variable is measured,
for example, millimeters.
c. The base is the number of digits allowed for an
observation.
d. The scale is the power of ten by which the observation
is multiplied. This may be simply the number of decimal
places in the observation= it eliminates keypunching the
decimal points.
e. The code name is a name up to 24 characters in length
associated with the code number.
f. The unit name is a name up to 24 characters in length
associated with the unit number.
8. The eighth section gives the number of level-one regions on
the file. This will probably be the number of countries,
and cannot exceed 24.
9. The ninth section is an array with subsections giving infor-
mation on each of the level-one regions. The'five subsections
are repeated for each level-one region, the number of which
should equal the number in section S.
a. The code number identifies the level-one region.
b. The number of directories is the current count of direc-
tory entries on the file for that level-one region and
all higher level regions within that level-one region.
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c. The record number is the location on the file of the
directory block containing the directory entry for the
level-one region.
( d. The displacement number is the position in the directory
block where the directory entry for the level-one region
begins.
e. The level-one region name is the name up to 24 characters
in length for that region.
_	 10. The tenth section gives the number, not exceeding 601, of
records or blocks which the file can contain, excluding the
control block. Each block is 6440 bytes long.
11. The eleventh section is an array with subsections giving
information on each of the records on the file. The three
subsections are repeated for each record, the number of
which should be equal to the number in section 10.
a: The record type identifies each record according to what
kind. of block it contains.
1) A type of 0 (zero) means blank or no information
recorded on the record.
2) A type of -1 (negative one) means the record contains
directory entries.
3) A type of +1 (positive one) means the record contains
a data descriptor and data.
4) A type of +2 (positive two) means the record contains
a model definition block.
b. The free space is the number of bytes on the record which
are blank.




There is a directory entry for every level, sublevel, sub-
sublevel, etc., to a maximum of eight levels. The entries con-
tain information which gives the location of other entries at
the same level and at the next higher and next lower levels, and
also information which gives the location in the file of the
entry's data descriptor and model definition. Directory entries
are grouped together in directory blocks, with the number of
blocks dependent on the number of reporting districts.
A directory entry is divided into fifteen sections, one of which
is an array with three subsections. A directory block contains
up to 84 directory entries, each 76 bytes long, for a level-one
region. More than one directory block may be needed for a level-
one region, but a directory block does not contain directory
entries for more than one level-one region.
1. The first section is the level number for the entry. It
ranges from one to the maximum number of levels defined in
the fourth section of the control block.
2. The second section is the code number for the entry. It is
a unique number only within that particular sublevel. For
example, there could be a code number of 10 for more than
one level-three entry provided each of them is associated
with a different level-two region.
3. The third section is the latitude for the region. It is a
positive number for regions in the northern hemisphere and
negative for those in the southern hemisphere. For large
areas it is the latitude of some central point.
4. The fourth section is the longitude for the region. It is
a positive number in the western hemisphere and negative in
the eastern hemisphere. For large areas it is the longitude
of some central point.
S. The fifth section is the name of the region to which the
directory entry pertains.
6. The sixth section is the location on the file of the directory
block which contains the directory entry for the "parent" of
the current entry. The "parent" of any entry is the entry
with the next smallest level number and of which the original
entry is a part. For example, the Black Lands is a level-four
region whose parent is the level-three region, Texas. The
parent of Texas is the level-two region, the Great Plains,
whose parent is the level-one region, the United States.
Level-one regions have no parent, so the location is coded
as -1 (negative one).
7. The seventh section is the position within the directory
block where the parent's directory entry begins. The direc-
tory block location is given in section 6; if the directory
block location is a -1 (negative one), this position is.set
to a +1 (positive one).
8. The eighth section is the location on the file of the directory
block which contains the directory entry for the "brother"
of the current entry. The "brother" of any entry is the entry
with the same level number, the same parent, and the next
largest code number. For example, the brother of the Black
Lands with code number 40 is East Texas North with code
number 51. Both are at level four and have Texas as their
parent. The brother of East Texas North is East Texas South
which has the code number 52. The last entry under a given
parent has no brother, so the location is coded as a -1
(negative one).
9. The ninth section is the position within the directory block
where the brother's directory entry begins. The directory
block location is given in section 8s if the directory
block location is -1 (negative one), this position is set to
a +1 (positive one).
10. The tenth section is the location on the file of the direc-
tory block which contains the directory entry for the "child"
of the current entry. The child of any entry is the entry
with the next largest level number and the smallest code
number of all entries which are a part of the current entry.
For example, the North High Plains, which is at level four
and has a code number of 11, is the child of Texas. The
entries with the highest level numbers have no childrer., so
the location is coded as a -1 (negative one).
11. The eleventh section is the position within the directory
block where the child's directory entry begins. The direc-
tory block location is given in section 10; if the directory
block location is a -1 (negative one), then this position is
set to a +1 (positive one).
12. The twelfth section is the location on the file of the block
which contains the data descriptor entry, followed immediately
by the data associated with the directory entry. If there
are no data for the entry, this location is coded as a -1
(negative one).
13. The thirteo;th section is the position within the data
descriptor: and data block where the data descriptor entry
begins. The data block location is given in section 12;
if the data block location is a -1 (negative one), then this
position is coded as a +1 (positive one).
14. The fourteenth section is a ten-digit code number which is
unique for every directory entry. It is made up of the
code numbers for all lower level regions of which the par-
ticular region is a part, and the region's own code number.
The first two digits contain the level.-one region code, the
second two contain the level-two region cede, etc. When
the region's own code is reached, the remaining digits are
coded as zeros. For example, the United States would be
y
coded as 0300000000, the Great Plains as 0301000000, Texas
as 0301480000 8 and the Black Lands as 0301484000.
15. The fifteenth section is an array with subsections giving
information on the model definition blocks for up to four
different crops.
a. The crop code identifies the crop whose yield the model
is estimating.
b. The model record number gives the location on the file
of the model definition block for the particular crop
and region.
c. The model displacement number gives the position in the
block where the model definition begins.
3.2.4 DATA DESCRIPTOR AND DATA BLOCKS
There is a data descriptor entry preceding the data for every
region for which data is available. It contains information
about the region and completely describes the amount, type, and
format of the data that follows. The data include historic
weather and yield measurements for a particular region.
A data descriptor entry, which is 336 bytes long, is divided
into fifteen sections, one of which is an array with five sub-
sections. The data descriptor entry- immediately precedes the
data for all years from a certain region. In many cases, there
will be only one region's descriptor and data on a 6440-byte
record. However, if there are a limited number of variables
recorded and/or a limited number of years available, a second
region's descriptor and data may be started in the middle of the
record at byte 3221.
1. The fist section is the identification number. It is the
same ten-digit code number which is given in section four-
teen of the region's directory entry and has been previously
described in part 3.2.3.
2. The second section is the World Meteorological Organization's
code number for the region. If the region has no WMO number,
this section is coded as zero.
3. The third section is the latitude of the region and is iden-
tical to the third section of the region's directory entry.
i. The fourth section is the longitude of the region and is iden-
tical to the fourth section of the region's directory entry.
S. The fifth section is the elevation of the region. If unknown,
this is coded as zero.
6. The sixth section is the total number of years of data from
the particular region which a record (or half a record)
could contain. It will depend on the amount of data recorded
for each year, which will vary according to country.
7. The seventh section is the current count of the number of years
of data from the particular region that the record contains.
S. The eighth section is the length in bytes needed to store
one year's data. This should be the same for regions within
a country, but will vary between countries.
9. The ninth section is the location on the file of the data
block that contains the first chronological year's data for
the region. In most cases this should be the same record
location as the data descriptor entry's location. Also in
most cases, the first chronological year and the first phys-
ical year in the data block are the same.
10. The tenth section is the position in the data block where the
first chronological year's data begin.
11. The eleventh section is the location on the file of the data
block that contains the last chronological year's data for
the region. In most cases the last chronological year and




12. The twelfth section is the position in the data block where
the last chronological year's data begin.
13. The thirteenth section is reserved space, eighteen bytes
long. It is coded as blank and can be used later if needed.
14. The fourteenth section is the number of codes, not to
exceed twelve, for variables used in the data which follow.
15. The fifteenth section is an array with subsections giving
information on each of the codes. The five subsections are
repeated for each of the codes, the number of which should
equal the number in section 14. The codes in the data
descriptor entry should be a subset of the codes in the
control block.
a. The code number identifies the variable. The code
number table is given in appendix B.
b. The number of elements is the number of times the vari-
able is recorded in a year. For example, if precipita-
tion is recorded on a monthly basis, the number of
elements is twelve.
c. The element size is the length in bytes of a single
observation of the variable. For example, the precipi-
tation for a given month uses two bytes of storage.
d. The number of subcodes is the number of subdivisions
into which the variable is broken down. For example,
the variable production can be broken down into produc-
tion for spring wheat and for winter wheat.
e. An array of one to eight code numbers identifies the
subdivisions of the variable. The number of codes in
this array should equal the number given in part d
above.
1^,
The data which are stored in the data descriptor and data block
will vary from country to country. However, for all countries
the data for a region are grouped according to year and begin
immediately after the region's data descriptor entry. Also
for all countries, the first eight bytes of each year's data
will contain the same variables.
L. The first variable is the year in which the data were
recorded.
2. The second variable is the location on the file of the data
block that contains the next chronological year's data for
the region.
3. The third variable is the position in the data block where
the next chronological year's data begin.
4. The fourth variable is two bytes of reserved space which is
coded as blank and can be used later if needed.
3.2.5 MODEL DEFINITION BLOCKS
There is a separate model definition block for every district
requiring a unique yield model. It contains the information
needed to run the appropriate model for that district.
3.3 SUPPORTING PROGRAMS
There are three classes of programs supporting the data base:
1. Initialization and Definition Programs
(INITIAL and YESM001, 3.3.1 to 3.3.10) These prepare the
data base and subsections of the data base for data entry.
2. Data Entry Programs
(Loaders and UPDDATA, 3.3.11 to 3.3.12) These programs load
data into the data base.
3. Listing Programs
(LISTJOB, YESLS02, YESLSO4 1
 3.3.13 to 3.3.15) These programs
list data stored in the data base.
3.3.1 DATA BASE INITIALIZATION PROGRAM (INITIAL)
INITIAL prepares the data base for entry of directory and data





INITIAL must be run first.
3.3.1.3 Inputs
The file name via JCL. The file size encoded at line 430. (See
listing.)
3.3.1.4 Outputs
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3.3.2 CONTROL, DIRECTORY, AND DATA DESCRIPTOR ENTRY (YESM001)
YESM001 is used to enter control directory and data descriptive
information prior to data entry.
3.3.2.1 Linkages
YESM001 calls YESX002, YESPC01, YESDF01, YESDE0j, YESLS01, and
YESOD01. YESDE01, YESLS01 and YESUD01 are dummy programs.
3.3.2.2 Interfaces
INITIAL must be run before YESM001.
3.3.2.3 Inds	 ORIGI\'.1LOff' 1'OO1t (?U111.11'^
See 4.1.2.1.
3.3.2.4 Outputs
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3.3.3 PASSWORD VALIDATION SUBROMM (YESX002)
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3.3.4 COMMAND CARD DECODING (YESPC01)






A caamnand card (see section 4) 
3.3.4.4 Out-puts
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3.3.5 SELECTION OF TYPE OF DEFINITION (YESDF01)
YBSDFOI is called'by'YLSM002 tc select the type of definition
to be entered.
3.3.5.1
YESDFO1 calls YESDF02, YESDF03 0, YESDPO4. and YESDFOS. YESDF05
is a dummy subroutine.
3.3.5.2 Interfaces
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3.3.6 CONTROL BLOCK DEFINITION PROGRAM (YESDF02)






Control block definition cards.
3.3.6.4 Outputs
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3.3.7 DATA DESCRIPTOR ENTRY (YESDF03)
YRSM03 enters data descriptors into the data base.
3.3.7.1 Linkages
US  calls GETDIlt.
3.3.7.2 Interfaces
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. . .... W	 = 1;	 -T,....ADESC.LSTREC N jf)
IF	 LN	 =	 *1 1 	 T-^-,,	^ATAV'CC.L,;V)jC,^,
ELSE DAT0ESC,L CM) i qD =35-j 7:
I F ,bLr,?j"	 =	 I I •	 T"t:^.j
K
DAT A DESC.al-OC K5 17E * . r)ATNn-l-) C.T^)TAL = I_KS_ALLIC/.644P	 51
c)E
L	 = OATAnFSC.Ql. -nCK c T7;*	 *	 DAT.^f)FSC.T()TnL'ILKS-ILLOC/3?2,*.)+.15',.
IF	 L	 >	 1	 T * .' 4	 W IT	 FTl .F(,; Y SPlt-M
:.'-.
- LIST( 00 * rmfA n r)E c ^JT FIT FOP	 I	 RECORD	 L'	 OL	 l *
nPKEY	 =	 I:	 /*	 i(;Y	 TO	 fV,	 -^FC: ljr(t­j	 6/
IF bLKIJER • I I	 TOEm Olt
ERr)ESCI	 0A
FILI
P E -.: R I T P	 F I I - F (,-) A F )	 F	 0) A T A	 L K I	 K E y (r,,,) y E y
RECTYPF( l) 	 11.





_.^aCATiQw(i^ = 944Q	 f^?ESPaCE(Il •
€.^
o SCI = I)ATAU SC:	 _.
RgwR
:RECTYR►
ITE.FLLF(^ r1 r^4'!(JaIP^LISI^„4`.K.Y.SQ'^hJrxl3	 - .
FRESP 4CF (I) =._322.0;..
.LOCATInN(I) P 3221:	 "'	 --
.ti..^
ELSE On
^	 UESC? ^ATaDFSC.	 :	 ^^




FNESPACE..( t) _ - S? t









FEW:RE RITt Fj ►_' (^eFl .FAQ ' .(Cry-4TLR0L1 ^'_Y.ict'EY. l 3..	 `a' "1
T' .PUT SKIP FF LE(SYSPRINTI:._LIST_ '.-GATA• DESCRIPTORS a+llZE(1 TO F.TLE. lt'
, .,.	 F REE D4T4 -ALK..).
s_	 RCOOE	 Is
r.,	 'ETUk%,....
°UT SK I P . F IlF._(^YS°a i"T) ..1.IaT(' asr I^.V a LI^.L^VEL Cn1C ac 'e F'uC^').,,
Ear 4ET=RN; .:
( OM ISSINA Cf1 r)!= ')ATA *.*I) %
RETURN;
ERR _i :










3.3.8 RECOVER DIRECTORY FROM THE DATA BASE
GETDIR is used by YESKOOl and the loaders (3.3) to recover
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c 0 C> c`
No
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rt c f'..ct: nl
DtR
e., ft




CilESCR .IPTI'tI1Q",^ k.^,.'w.,"t^6tA .<.VT+^Wr^^v .. ^.x. 	 5...s.s....: . K.wwi,^.Xnw..•.F :^sWn,Y fAwu .x. *ww(,
E."AATVO' FILE v _ ,.	
TorlsoemiLLEC .Lt613
ra.45T. lJpno^E	 nl :,
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wROC PaRaMETEK"....- #NOJCI:. . ^  	 'Y''^
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iiJ?rtI^K V• nMiFYt nC Fj.I(ED ^Iu(152 1 	
x
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<,, 	 NUM ►^ 4
 5_ CHx.0 ^t'1t1]tUl..t
	 ^-..«n
	 Y	 ms ` s	 Y+ ^-.
.:	 P4SS t 1 CHAP (9) • 	 _ .	 ^..	 .., : e
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3 nn MOIoS FI ?tED R1 h t15 .0) 
	 1
.r	
^	 33J ^('•t 	 F j F es_ 	
.a I r.i (l S • ^ 1 •
3 DIS
oLACF I>tEU E?I(J(15 .•. 0)s_N,,.P 
r"4-;(,;)4).	
_	 a
Z FILERE^CS FIXED 4MG5 • J) •
^^.	 j QFCTYPF F t xEb -3ir)tl5:'a^: _,.'	 ^.- T•. - y
..	
3 FwFSPACF	 Viii -+ !(I	 U)
"DI LOCATION. _FI
Ft
 XED SI ^1(15.0) i
^Y	 V,^T•.t . 1if97 I 
i {.iti•))
3 ^OOF'JUN a F 1 x ED 3I .'J ( 	 •
..	 3 LaT Fjk $ ;) -oT'i(I nod) •
x	 3 LOPI FIXED 13INQti R) t ....	 : `"`. 
Pprc r IXF Pi Iv(1^.^)•
onQ C F;XE,) .{ I y(  	 i)
3 CpEC FIX97 9INQ3o0)•
ofL TS	 ft	 :.i
pacC F14
	 ESYN(Ii.U).
3 LFVC00F FTXPD 51 N i3l•0).
q wnn.'^ 0 ) .
4 'in ISp F IXEI' 9I')(15.0).
s __. OCL
	
Ec PLK LIKE IRX3
OPj 
COUT SKIP JLI IST ( DI4tCD o 01R 4 94C • DKEY • O s !EU) • DIRA-DIR(DIR t")) I
I	 _L 1 
of 1 J1 To F Il F^^( c;r--
"- ^F RECTYPF(I)	 -1 THEE SOTO
Nn) I
4 _ , ps 4F TTUdN:
., 
x (T1 :	 i
-IrFY - js
yee) FII G ( )- F 1 I ITO(..i	
nTv^ a c^FC ^LR^
`	 .)0 I)I D O r 1 I n a4ITF UI^X.^.k.J(r it w - .) c ,l(:^(,i T.i^',i C—(ii Flf'o' -1_)j
cntn I
i!)Tf? I %' 1Fl),r1'1
	 T-
.^c
^:. f.N^ bETCIt3 I
^ y^
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3.3.9 DIRECTORY HLOCR ENTRY ROUTINE (YZSDF04)
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I	 w+: a! ^^Cnf^ ^U
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.E.w V l T E
FILF(.bAF)
f lz t hm of Rx)
KE PI (P EC)
^^TLk






4^ lc+Ly^..• ^se : ^ :l:ik
U.{:dat,-Cv4Op4L.
FaR I NA. 15 ..._ —.. OATS 11712/7+	
TtOE ... 0176 _.._.. _.,......-... 04i11W% ..tfF ".MbDU1 E` 1/ SOF 6









A^j2T^ ^At^PED'..'I NA 	




-,.re	 ai.. .,.. ..3	
.,....rswM46
:+.:r.+wJ.ii.wi.-st	 a.ii.^,c.a•... r.w	 .'..Kr .._.. f.....i
ROCVPba 4METER	 S. JCL'	 w `.... .. ^. ..	 _ ... _
EOF	 PWOCtst)URtt5isI SYSp 4 NV,UAF,iijUl, ^cOj 1=8-_
yP^2nF.aA •^..	 C ► E^ X.. _ c Fs^1	 ! a	 krjUR.Y.A TRIES.	 U.
.%%•{"	 OR6 Rol	 A.ITEI^S^ 44C^ 7TE^YT E^ F+ 1^ it bGrc. CAH,r TA IN '.•rJt
4CLti I C
FIi F1^•CN^►
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f1,)r •d^^ •.t Ft/F') y1 r1 15.u1 •
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-;, DISPL ACE FI.XED RINt15.0).	
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z a^ R (b4).33 tt v.u)•., 9, 101 ^t,cl^•o).
__	 3 C^DE'^U 161 F[^EJ FsIN(li•0), .:7. 33 L 6 Vlt ) i l l rl'.(11i.G).
A N3 L	 F1YED R-4^15.(1l.
3 W)iGJ F 1 Krl) "I r lt Ii * Q) •	 _.-
3 0 C FTXE() 0 IN(li•0 •
._	
J CAS	 FiY C f ) 
r41
k17•(1)•	 ._.__ •	 ._
I )tV)•,).
3 U;+FC FT V F6 RTNW,.J)•
L£V QF: rfk 6 61-A31.0).
4 C N U ►' t IXED HINt15.0)•
4 NH' [ c f I t p O .', j ! ( tt q l l•
.._. ^._	
4 MnISP F TK90 bTNl1S.01 •
y FIt (^ F ^ Coto ( 1-1) t
1)cL lkE •CKEY.L ACtKF,YI FlxE,J 8I14910-011
OCL tl•J..c.JJ.r(J v• Y:'JUC•XLiT•ALJ!•x^•tl:r^C.ul^^t.•'=51^^•'?TY'^.L•
11) FIXED "IN1 15.012
DCL (X( 0) Fj l,^-) cI^)(31•!^) s
nCL INebTR CH 11(6451t
1) L A14A MF CHA-7 Ou) t
OF	 IAFLAG.rFt AG.C F I.Af,t i+iT (l t s
nCI (SYJI')•S y ' -' 0 1 JWAr ) ` lit f




DCL P POT TF W I
WI IT SK 1P F 10- ('%Y';:':Tf'T) r')TT	 (•an ;.j (.. f ;`I'''l;.t.'t r'.:),,at,•..^^•)	 (^l):
ON C+)'lIVEacln •+ •• _ r 1 , i
9*11T C.9,(:'
	
I(1	 (^anar•.^,t.LT, j'.,i,1 (r,^_,aoo^)
	
I.`) t	_.




;"'°	 •ww qt,1tY40 0"
 FIL	 SE Sr IN £NCOU !VTEitEAw•w$ 1 MlAC^^F s• i
E148
	
:. A 1^"CATE HLAW SET (P) i	 -
M MK t1 •t •i
`	 •,^ •K •A t ► ,)t•.LJ • s g i 4ln . ^A1?ri
 a;,
	
W vo^NE = LASTKEYs0i
	
^^ BOOR UA
M 4 EFt ^j (01F) INTO(C0 Nl Ta ,)L) '(tryA LAW
^}RT FI Mil" !	 T t t"^5TR! tCQL^l) :a 111011 i
	
[^ Slip
 ^:+IT''S1^W•^.{nj^••••'.1..^ •1h	 ^1 •t ta'IJ • T •+t"I Uri	 _ -,A^L4^s•O•yi	 _
ELSr nns	
, ...	 .'
GET %TRIM51INST MO ) EDIT ( ILEV•K Ct1nF • ALAT•xt_nNoINAMF * $P.xt3 • AC•AL)
...,:..._	 ((?)s )=•U)•F(4•A)•R()•? h(7•r ► )•^Ill•A(24)•! 4 (4•0)9K(14)•	 »._,
CwFCK iV a T • ► ^r AL l'1 I r ►aU[[ C I a't5 /
it PLQV `11 y 1 K LEV > C( Tt1TFtnL• • )UMLEV ThE UOi
ki
pUt SK I F1L F (irc00 117) i:JIT
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_LS E T ► J1' n R X! i. Vs l T 4lr 'j.
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PU '3	 F1L^ (;YS- :)I 1) t^I1
PUT109M
-1O` T-^SECU '^^ l r F_L- ► , E r)14FCTUeii Ft:TAY PFA0 016	 (4) t
F•N	 L-(-Y	 11f)	 1IT tI ^^1 ? )	 1 r. f • `^1) i.	 __
FLT not
sLEV R 1 THH 1)Q i
bFLA!.s•I•^i
/o F I`1J 0 rn •
 T I	 ip, ► , i,j7 	 0; 0tr	 -
/+	 nikf [ tu^tY F' ► Ir•rtES
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Vn I	 a I	 M	 . r :T-`ir[^t 11 0:, - 	 r':	 -4 1 4, ; ^ ' ► I I 'J1 i
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Oct ^:( n 1 a-I)LE (CFt A ir) i
-
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0
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,... _	 del i
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t T pt)L. -19
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/+ nFFti4f nT-+FC"no r t • 1Fn o/
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o><.n1a(JI.C^Inf^: ► 1'a•^ s xGiltiEi.	 _ _
	 ,. _ ... ,- ^- _ ---- ---^• ;.;
U a pt.^ o (J).L IT s .LIT:
0 PAO WtJ1.1.'1N s A(.OA'i
PA•d '4i ( j1 .L-VC0UE s t(Li
' 01)o1%Px.f1 A(
. 11.'"'1Yn^1.(K1 . Cnnu
EN
R4RX.0 p (J)."taOEl(K1. •a ;1 tc(r s li
-	
IF atP:- i T4E •j nni
••
IQAx.OiR ( Jf.P')ISP s li
IF RP>0 TNF •! J'ti i
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I p it 01 l^): DlSP sii
_.	 it Jcy -0 T•+^^i '1^ft
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SF AC r -1 T ^'E': Vint
nl= K.ul a iJl.^ ar (; r ^Ct
ntox.,kl1a ( J).rDISo s li
iF AC>O To r t, rt^:
f1 IL ((xC-11 1; -;I 1 i t•1:
iRt t/ 	 rtjjnnol,)/^ la at:
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_ DIRK.'I1:1(.11	 s J - ti1^t,,n41i
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VFw J lTF Fjj1.r (,i1F) ^k',-t j 1 1 1 1 +''/l-'rCli
ae h'tiTf FRFVI I F) r	 ( tl ► ..y li,^ t1t
Fv11i
	
ol)T crl. t 1t. t^^'.+.^+• 7)
	 OT t •—"_'• l,' t	l .' ;. {it
	
-i+ i•^i•
• V1KfC1 ;,^tY F^+1•^!Fti ': = iafr *t TJ ) Il . f..o^+•J /w . t !a•01•t1i
Fuc-c .•^.^• ^ s
^
TA o t Kf TO—I
`Jt1 Y£S , liUvt	_ 	 ..	 _	 _
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3.3.10 SUBPROGRAM STUBS


























r-	 T,	 -..,,	 - ......








•	 LANG4jAr•E PL L..
^IapQ..PA4AMETER $MOJCL..;
:-KKR---,..-, ^.	 --	 .-	 ,^ •,...... --^..,^,	 -	 ...x ..•-	 ^...,F.-,..	 .,R-•
XESOF AS :	 PRnC(SVCIr ► • s YSpR I NTI.i _QC	 (SYSI^I.SYSP O INT) HL° i











`RUN ;NO. - IS'	 DATE	 Lt5T'IMt ` Off' "IOiJUL " 'T - 01





AODEO TO mASTEQ	 „11)/13/M.
[LAST DATE
	
CUPIEO	 vovE	 --	 _ .r _.	 w.._	
^.-^ r
,LAST UPDATE








Rn	 vg1NI.SYSPOT -IT) .
3	 nCLfSYSIN.SYS°PI'!T) FILET
OUT SKIP ^jLr (cv,^^In^r) L
.ISr( . ^sroil^H.,Y c LL Tn V F GI ^(ltar•1;t.,	
RETURN:
ENO YESLS01:
RUN N0. 15	 'DATE 1I/12/76	 T 114 0910	 LISTING f)F MOOULE YESU:n!► 1
DESCRI P TION	 7,:DAt4 9ASr 'PG6!i	
w.:..r..	 ..._
` MASTER FILE	 w.EnS.CCEA.LEC.LIHR
ADf)F.O TO uA^TEO 
_. 1011 -3/7^,
i:LAS1 OATF COPIED	 _ No ;F
L A ST UP I)ATt	 ^t^w^
P.1 ov





OtIT ; 1( 1 1-1 FILF (SYSP C tJNT) LIST ( l aai)U`9 "Y L , LL. TQ .Yt_Slj of { l )
4ETUkNi
EN S) Y SUL)o I
T-. .
140OUtf:- V_-,nir0l_WATUl 1 16	 :­LTST NG -OV
TER F ILE	 W' F0q_.,,C,bEA._LECoLl"
FD TI) MASTEP,ADO




	 PL I	 . .. ......
ROC PARAMETER	 S401 L
(SYS1 ,49SYSPP INIT) 171Lt**




3.3.11 - UPDATING THE DATA BASE (UPDDATA)	 '''' ^`' 1` )iC t }	
^l

































... taw ?A. ti..^C. 	 ^ .v.•^r'•1•►^ '`-^..i^•^i^	 t^•t'^,r,3 ,,. Q ^ its- 1 • ,^', L,	 ^v ^Yv ^•^
+' ^^.^^ ^ •^•:'l^. •'tit
f ii; G t ^ i^;•^
ii	 Ylrtt`t1^1











i..^':' ^'"'._ '_. _	 %r'`t^Nt^(2^t^1^49L^L`HARACT^t A•iJt^ APF1EAf2S AS A^IILANIf .._.• '^^._ _ii`f^'	 --,
4.	 L/tER2 CHAR(128 VAR I[ NIT((1281 •
	
ae	
YPU TA C'1481 i - 4 Vt^ti
MF T DATAt
	 FIX p gINt15.0'1`..EiASEQIfs31t""^'
L Pif CMAt?1s41 'iASEi)``Pll S
	
Y 	 D L YLDOATAt4) FIXED RIN ( 31r0) BASEDtP2)i	
^.
L YL	 HAR ]I+1 HA5 O(P2) ip p	 Dq	 tt	 EE8 D L PNTR ATAC4) F X^D BIN(1590) BASED_tP311
1	 1 0 DCL PNTQ CHAO(H) ASED(P3) i
OCL AFLAG RIT(1)iQ
OCL_(CKEY•nKEY.i)OKFY• I VLIM9ODp [ SPeI.J •FSTYR•`ST K. YRSLEFT • OIFF•DgP+
P
PACE•LENGTH9ELEM_NTSe8 ORE• ­ _NEW YR..R^ODE9NXTDISP•FORMERYR•....
OQMEP I)SP )
FIXED BIN(1590)=..
24 . 11 0 DCL LEVS FIXFO H.IIN(31 0);
'_^._.	 25	 1 . O OCL (P1•P2.P^.A^R} PUNTER;:
26	 } 0 OCL ')1 POINTER:
27	 1 0 ON ENDFILE(CAQDS) 40TO EOJS
q	 0 CKEEY•OR EY , DnKEY • ^nnIS5P . OvuuM.LEyS•NEAYR•.000r)E•FSTYR,LSTYR • YRSLEFT=O;
	
'	 1	 0 OIFF•DSP •LEN^TH •?LCMENT5 . 9EFORE-0i	 ...	 _C	 .
0	 0 QEAq Fj E(OA ) INTO (CONTROL)_KEY(	 KEY1;




E	 GEfi . FILE(CARDS) EDIT ( INSTR) (CnL(1?,A(80));
4	 0 
G T
FTaSTRttNG ( INSTP) 1 1IIT (COUNTRY) ( X(70)•FtP 022
5	 1 0	 ^ET STRING(INSTQ) DIT(IN°UT.INYP•INPLIT.INCb •Di^.INLVLCD)(X(3)9F(4.0)•F f l; .0 •A(60)•F(10.0)li
	r,	 _36	 1 0 .:.: IF INPUT.INC0<100 TH N GET STRING(INSTR) EF^fjjITT	 _ ..((INPUT , INIMON (I) DO I=1 TO 12)) ( X(10)0I? ((5.001
	x..	 37. 1 0	 IF ItsPUT.IvCD>100 THEN GET STRING(IN ggTR) EDIT
INAGDTA ( I), 00 I =_1 TO 6)).l.A(1n)..6 _ F(10.0))i	
•/
/* CHECK IF IN PUT ENTRY ANs) YEAR ARE THE SAME AS THOSE ON tl/
	
Y	 /0 THE PREVIOUS CARD. IF tjOTH ARE EQUAL THEN GO TO SECTION*/
/++ WHICH CHECKS Foq NEW_VAPIANLE CUTE. IF ONLY YEAP IS	 d/
/*. CHANGED THEN GO TO SECTION WHICH FINDS NEW YEAP BLOCK. */
/a IF ROTH ARE CHAS IGEU 4VQ THIS ISN^T THE FIRST INPUT CAPD*/ .




1	 0 .	 --_	 _
IF DEF.INLVLCD =t:rVS • 6 tNPUT.INYR=NE.IYQ THEN GOTO UPDATEi	 .._
39	 1 0	 IF DEF.IN``VLCi)=LEVS THEN GOTO FINDYRt
4	 0	 If OpOKEY>O THtiA DOi
4	 RfwRITE FILE(DAF) PPOM(DATA) KEY(I)DvEY)S
	





44	 1	 1	 ENTREE _OU`^^"
Y. = ._.





49	 0	 A LAG=91981 a
/a f
INO DIRECTORY HLOCK FOR COUNTRY hEFINED ON INPUT CARD tl^... .
50	 1 0	 DO I=C1 TO CnNTROL . NUMONE #IHILEIAFLAG)s
_ 5
	 l	 IfAF{O
,^QGT O=Cf'1TPOL.ONE(I).CODEINUM. THEM 90;	 ..
_
5	 1	 DKEY=CONTROL.ONFF (I) .pEC-aUM:
54	 1 2	 DNUM=CONTk0L.ONE(I).NUM0IRS$






Ors57	 1 0	 IF DKEY=(1 THEN 
58	 1 1	 PUT SKIP(?.) FILEtSYSPRj^1T1 EDIT (****NO DIQECTOkY HLOCK FOUND FOR'.
COUNTPY.Coot:	 jCUUN"RY_.,.	 •I °} §) (A•A.F(j•0)9.A)S59 . I I	
RCODE=-1 s
60	 1 1	 GnTO EOJS




J^Ot FILE 1.aF) . I "ITO(DIKX) KEY (DKEY) £
64	 1 0	 AFLµAG=11131




65	 0	 OO J I=1 1 10 DN'l1 'WHILEWLALi);
IF J=N67	 5 THrN 00:
_ 60;
	 1	 DKEY=DKEY•I;
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II..	 Du 5.. TR(J).o t SP;
w .
	 END i T
f D KEY=O THEN not
SKII p S2 FiiLF.I gg Yp:RINT) £gb T l^ daaNq pp kJA OL CK FOUND FAR!•
jNPUT .. DOE ^DE . INLVLCO . 1 "W#*)-(2 A^ ( 1190).A) i	 .....
	
_	
t	 1C ,, ^,, ...	 OADTO EOJi 7
"READ FILEI ( OAF)-- INTO ( DATA f-KEY-(D0X[YIf"'-""
	om
7;1'
. a	 DUM6AY =SUySTR QA A • Unn I SP 9 336) ;,
^,, -7
	
S0 FINOYR: ALLOCATE.PNTRi 
/ .FINO TIOST AND LAST. C4RONOLOGICAL YEARS DEFINED. AND • ALSOa/
/e DISPLACEMENT OF FREESPACE WITHIN DATA BLOCK
IF DESC.NUMSrRg=0 THEN SUBSTR(DATA• DESC•FSTDISP•8)=ZEROi
PNTP= UHS R [1 TA DESC•F5TDISP•8)1(( qq L:^....,.
	
..




91 DSP=(DESC.4U49YRSaCESC•f)LKSIZE)•DDJISP*.33Ei._... 	 __..
%a IF INPUT YFAP IS LEESS THAN FI RST YEAR . TH N CHECK FOR	 0/
^.,	 /a SPACE IN DATA dLOCK• CHANGE POINTER IN OESCRIFTOR• AND a/
,..,	 /a INITIALIZE POINTERS AND .DATA FOR 11IE-4 FIRST YEAR	 a! _
	920	 IF IINPUT I"IYR<FSTYP THEN 001
T	 93.	 1	 IF DESC^.1UM3YRS=DESC.TOTGLKS THEN Do$
94 _ .,PUJ. SKIP(2) FILE(SYSP'tINT) EDIT( # aaa NOT ENOUGH YEAR BLOCKS•.
..._	
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%a IF INPUT YEAR IS GREATE R THAN LAST YEAR• THEN CHECK FOR ++%
/a SPACE I "1 uATA BLOCK. C- NGE 301NTER IN nESCRI(- TOR• AN7 a /




07	 ll	 ELSF jF jNPUT.INYD >4STY P THEN DO$
	
09	 1	 I^ DFSC. %jVr-4 4Y o4S=ukSC.T0TrtLK5 THEN 01)i
	09	 1	 PUT SK1 0 (2) F I LE(SYS5PRINT) En IT ( 9a0a NOT ENOUGH YEAR PLOCKS09
f ALLOCATE TO ACCOM-400ATE AN FXTRA YE.A4 aaa.) (A•A)i
	
1}0	 1 2	 RCODE=•11





 3	 1 1	 PNTPDATA(1)=INPUT.INYR1
	







11 7 	 I	 SUySTW(( ) ATA•`)SP g b)=PNTRi
	18	 I I	 S(k3STW(DATA•DSP*8*nESC.yLKSIZE-d)=ZEROi
	
19	 1 1	 PNTRDATA(1)=LSTYR3
	










123	 I 1	 IF DESC.JU'AsYRS)-O THEN SUdSTR(DATA•OESC.LSTDISP96)=PNTRi
	







IF INPUT YEA1 E Q UALS 4 PaEVIOUSLY DEFINED YEAR. FIND	 a/
/a ITS DISPLACEMENT wITHIN DATA !BLOCK. IF NOT* CHANGE	 a/
/a NEXT YE",V J0I?4 T FP IN APPROPPIATE YEAS? 9LOCK AND	 a/
/a INITIALIZE POINTERS ANU DATA FOP NEW YEAW	 /a
a
	
127	 I 0	 E(_CF 001







A	 11	 00 	 I=1 TO DESC.NUM 13YKS WHILE(AFLAG) t
	
11	 PPJTR=SUBST14 ( DA TA.NXTDI SN.bI :
	3Z	 1 22	 IF INPVT.INYP=N-1TRDATA(1) T HEN 00;
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__ .,_.....
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_:. 	 A	 (	 I a 11 NP T•iINYRI
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L.: ..^._..
.,.....	 ..:.
d PN A, AT4(4;:N=T
	 11Ps	 ._	 ^.
,e_,,....
_.
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60 0 YROATA=CURSTR (DATA •05P•DESC.dLKSIZE)i
0 UPOATFS SPACE=li	 LENGTH=Oi61
63 0 AFLAG=•	 •rit
/0 FIIN t^  LnCATttO0N APlD LLEENGTr) OF FIEL4 ANp NUMBER Of
CODE DEFINED	 1!VPU7 CAQO
•/
SU9ELF %4 E-%4	 FOP. VA^tJAdLE	 ON
e^
_. 64 1 0 00	 =	 t0 n SC.NU ►A 3 DOE WM1LE(AFLAG) S	 _ ...
NlCOTHEN DOi1NIF	 PUT.	 =OESC.u00 OE( t).COOENUMA
_._^-..	 ...	 .












PUT SK1 +3 (2)	 FILE ( SYSOP INT)	 EDITc • ***;NVALID VARIABLE CODE••




1 TO EOJs. 
77 1 EMG
178 1 0 IF INPUT. I vC00 00 THEN DOS
UPDATE INFORMATION IF VARIABLE'IS.METEOROLOGICAL.'.
a
89 11 )OLiOCIATT,)MFLTuFwTSi








es 1 POFE METij 1 E440:
18 7 1 0 IF NPUT.IN0>100 THEN DOi a
/a UPDATE I NFOR+tATtON IF VARIABLE IS YIELD-TYPE */




























OJS	 T	 Q0000 =n THEN
IF DOKEY>0 THEA PEwPITF FILE(DAF)	 FPgM(OATA)	 KEY(JOKEY)S
200 1 1 PUT SKIP(2)	 FILE(SYS PRINT)	 EDIT	 ( • **END OF DATA UPDATE** • ) (A):




_. 204 0 FREF 00MMY9




3.3.12 INITIAL DATA LOADERS
The four programs USA, USSR, CANADA, and AUSARG are provided,
one each for the USA, USSR, and Canada and a common loader for
Australia/Argentina, to initially load the data base.
3.3.12.1 Linkages
 
All loaders calf: GETDIR.
3.3.12.2 Interfaces




Initial data load of data base.
3.3.12.5 Flow Chart
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r
i F	 ' ) - ' wLr
	 >	 II'•	 T•,r'•	 . : 1r	 ^ { IP	 noTA(,A	 '=J •'lI^+,•i)1•rYi:
Y c. C T :,	 =	 P:
;TuTT.	 s	 I^.lt
'








.n	 T,7	 1.	 ,-
Eo
FfrF.0
	 '11	 :. 1
F-F T.	 ► jL	 :1
x'• 1 1	 I1^4:
r l-,TY-	 t(:t••	 is
'n11 TA,




-:. 1.	;i	 'I`I•'	 x'	 .IAT.,,••.	 •^.1_'1..1	 ,^t	 •	 1791
T-I	 'i	 1
r 	 ^..	 T-I	 ., 	 is




0 4 IT ti+	
_i' TI.e,i- r I,	 )ST -	vu.'I-4.1IT^,tT:l.
•, r,	 T y	 ,
uUl
	
LI',III	 iT	 ai .' 1	 ^'r'I•	 c	 ^u , •T 3 11T_ ,rT^
'^f %y
3.3.13 CONTROL BLOCK LISTER (YESLS02)




INITIAL must be run before YESLS02.
3.3.13.3 Inputs












1. c I —^
f 1L a ODFAT-)
r)AT r *—'*! I / j 21 76 	T I m E	 nF Mo)L'l
7DESCRIPTION	 LTS.T UATA RASE PG:-i
MAST P
-4 FILE	 CCFA LF C.LFIR
Ar , ) v') T i
LIST DATE COPIED	 rqor IE
LAST -)-") )ATE
Pf S q w)"3 1
pl-jr,R a -A.^E p 	 L-7C
Lt %­ 1-1-7 	^I_ I




2 LEv ­ 1 4; 	 'eh
T f
2 CX):;' ( 3?)
3	 1 T .t)''
3 S r:	 c F I
3	 T'. !1 4 E C – A-)
e N : l j* ,, 1	 FTxa. iTN	 -i
2 ON W (	 I
1 e.' . IC 1- 	
Xr')
3 ti , imAkS c*lXt-j
3 ^ECTY ;;r F'IXEi , --I T;' I:i -
3 LCt A TI )`j FIXE''
;7	
1 x








y S	 i	 T
I. )tj -,ySz;P I - T F !1 L' c; T ;?E,­ )IiTr.#.JT:
nri	 )IF C I i . - — - . ,r . " I c - r - c 1r	 0 t	 I
nrf - Sly" I .	 +I I I f. r I
DCl.	 C-"Lrl(







p url N O . 15	 DATE	 I1/1?/7 1)	 TI'^E.	 O916	 LISTIN('• nF m00111 F I_TSTCON.'
PCI')F=1
OFV) FTLt(O P F) I tT )( C n ': T Q ()L) KF:Y(C K c'Y):	 i
PtIT IzwT'. F(1.'I^rL..-IT••TI CIfT(I-..I I.T is • If•, (.L " L O C < UJnf^:?:. •..•1.1 T ►+ F FILt I , ENTjFtC-TIO ,%) '1 AA t_ I5 /.FILEID) (A.S^I^(4)•a•a(g));
AL( )rjiT^ ,) -= T (- 1 )
00 1=1 TO NII'•IaASS•^I )=ter 55 ( I)
I(T1=t;:P ' ) T " h l P (3) FTLF(-^Yc..;,	 471	 rIT I•T.)c ...55
	
<.1151	 ^^^	 /•( G )(I)	 ,^




	 I1 _(;YC.'?I*,.T)	 r(T	 ( I T'A r Lr`/!L
	
_V A+:	 1 . (I-'/'a•-.(I)
0	 I=1 TO "(J-'LEV)) ( a . :,	 XIag1.+ a):W0T T -AI j ELF:. I .)r(5Y^-1-1• T)	 I f 4^c	 -r	 n	 r c	 -/1	 F'	 1 .1 C ') 1 )	 V+.".7^ -'S	 _ uCw FOk f ATA I 1 T-i	 II_-.I f. r111F _	 (,  _T  T -	 r'••-,) .	 1 . 111- !1 T	 1 . 1 - ..c	 '-,C aLG I .( Cli)E(T). rr1 ?^"•' II .0	 (1).U'dIT't_r, .^:1.)^- (I).00ilc r in'E Cn'DEII	 TT'
r , ) ,) (1^r,•',c( T). C L ,	 1=1 T 	 :CCI'Jt)1	 (-'•c"i:-	 -fl(')1
?(61S).^)•S',I•'	 F17.l?)•x(i).? n (c 4 1•F(*0L)	 Ft=,.(7)IrKIP));P ! I T 	•. T-(?) 	 fI--:(`Y 	 - T)
^
 rIT
( • T- 1 F ^ L l_r- I ,r, (':nt ., " T j I'- ^ q _ TNCL1 1 0 .0 I'1 I-'^ r ILE 1 • I COUFa	 COI)•vTr-Y 1 .11•uJ....`,^ I;F r,(a r rT 1.liC	 i i	 .T( 1 •	 1F	 h T - C,T	 JI __, jI1JyI.
( ^• ►E(I).Cn-)E:1 .,Ji o-JE(T).' ; -IE.''Jt (I1.':U•.tUltS.t,.c(I1.-)ECN,Im•




NIIT caTV( -1	 11Lr ( ;; v — I%T)	 ITIIT -	 F jl[ •,. ; r•._.r.	 (fFIyF') j') C)'T'^I' ^•.FTLcuF- C-,. l u ►_CC	 c	 J..),;. E.4C^
	 ++	 -^YT^	 L1)'tiJ1.IaC('n.•L'
	
T•" (, 1 IT_ 'L ..I ')Ch	 1. T-F. r TLF 1I KFY TO
	
TYD= COF=;: C-I)r_•X =tCO P D T 0F 1 . 1 0	 13LaiJ(•L!?JUSt ) I .
	.rTr:y -inrrl•1.1
	 i,1T1 1);c',,.T..T/•r1 n •HI)
	
T	 1L 
-IC s1.1y7	 M`l CF F I V ITI r' P. 3L7.^r 1 1 (A. F (4.b)	 :p.1	 3) .4.cr 1f3 (3)•
a.c.cT=.4
	 ( % 7) •-1.S •
 I ,, ) )P UT	 FIL; (SYS0P T ,,!T) E10IT(I-)F(;• G1..4	 Tr'.)^	 c...:;0.'.,1-r"(T ) -'.YT'`:)	 1.'l = ff ' i 'a ' I t	 ^ GFGO'	 -1•IgcCt)P,'







is	 ) =l	 T
FTLF'EC``))	 (t(?1 •6 x(111.o.; I	 F(7.'))%A(y)•F(4.?)9A 1^).
C,FT F'TLE(SY;i
	
T (C') ' C 'r -r ) tr'L(1)9a(1 - )):
nl!T y c w jP FIL " ( : Y CO 4I,%tT) E (AT (1a:•a='1') OF Cj •^AM[i C	 T..,Cocc•Il 1^):
or •) ,)c	 I
E"1;) YESLSOZ:







3.3.14 DIRECTORY BLOCK LISTER (YESLSO4)




















PUN N-1. 19	 DATE	 11/1?./7 .
	TI'"E	 0920	 --LTSTTn)^, OF M ODULE LTSTDIR'









P-4 0 GR A 14 %A E 4
	 LFC
L9NYJAI	 N1. 1
Par)C o A ^a A TER	 3":r) JCL
zi
nr l	 1 C'- .T 1I_.
?. FI1.E16 rr11-1 0i) .
I?q GC r T•:,,	 I .
)•"	 2 CnriE ( 3^) •
3 1I NI f l it ) •A F1xc:) ATX (1`i•')).
3 :=AS= r T4, ^) •;T '(I-'	 -)).
	
SC OIL F FTY c*r) 9T ;I1S•')) •	 —
3 1) 14IT^:A •Ar rHA3 ^4) •
t.	 Z U` Ir ( 24 ) •	 _
e. *),)F
	
-'i+ F'Ix-'r =.T')(1',.i).j al+l anTc c, FIAEO -11 ­ (15.0).
3	 ^* i::J" r I 1;: ') -1"( I -, ­ )-
3 nTG J l9!'. c'rzc^t'^si',lil'^.^1.
2 FTLE: w ECS FIx r) R1^(15.r1)•
3 FfCTr JF F1xEr) Ar'(15.0)•	 -
3 L()GATT')') FItEl)	 T')(15.0):
r ) r l	 1 n1 :v•
L,.:^..	 l UTn f 34)3 L c V4 . )' FTC:'.
L'1 •J FTrcr) r•I` (15.r))
*	 3 0-rC F1r cn ajn.l(1;•6).
7 P::iSf-^  =TI- r)	 - I`,(1-^.I)).
c.._	 3 .
• ) rC FjfF0 7IrJ(i;.OI
3	 • 1 1 ,^ D F la=b •,Ir .,ll'	 )) .i C ZI FC. F'1,c• E-) HjN11
"	 3 C)ISN FTxWD ^:I,:(1=x.1)1.
OF9ye
	




1 f.t f Y
•
-RUN ^1 r).- lA	 ')ATE—'11/12/7-3	 TIME	 09rr,	 " ` -"'--^I ^Ttr. ; OF MoOin F'L t ,T;)I4 *
L 3 OaFC FIrEn
i	 LFVC l )uF	 FT xFU	 -1 ► (31.0).
4	 C l .)a	 FixEn
	
ll,(15.U).	 ..
16	 -LC	 "I Y (')	 -I	 •(1 I .	 I ).
4	 401W	 Flxru	 -11`,(15•u).
UCL
	 tC` KEY.L I r cEY.01	 J	 I * K	 % C 3 L I	 T?Y1	 F IXE')	 61N	 13	 01
0CL
	
5Y;(	 .	 F 1Lr_	 cT-)c	 .•	 1..,+1T:
UCL
	
SY I; P-'T•rT	 F 10	 ST,4F.► 4	;t 1761UT:









FlxF )	 •;I Jl 11. )):
"7;, 1 F(I_c(^)Ga.l''T1




Ti.	 r	 ;r	 r	 1_s.__11jJ)
DI JT 	 G•( T 	: TI	 _ (SiC•,_ 1'.T)	 =.i'T T








	FTLt(:)-F)	 i r fTn( rr ) : ,T;­	)	 <rY((:t^	 Y):
(;FTCryan:	 SET	 FILE(S Y (_l",)	 "IT 	 (CJL {I).^t^+rt))
lF	 .	 )	 )F	 Cn,tnn • r)l	 1.•-.^.'	„(''Tn	 i-1).1;
,. '^tV=1
IF	 S11r,ST-^(I	 j-IT-.Ir).i)=l',),	 (.:•,	 t^(„=(r,r,:
IF	 Sl1ri5Tr1(I•^ST:^,^•^^_,,..,,, )•	 T •, ; tJ	 :)I'/=1^0{, I:)F	 "IStiTlll^;Ta•ti^ . ,) =.n	 '''l, )^	 frL t	 '!1,;_(rrn.ln;):
^- Tc	 CIInSTk(t"Jii^•4.^)=^^) ;t)r,Ju,)•TF+E^t	 JIV=1')U)OGnnOi	 -~
6F 	 iT?I	 rlt',T « )	 ^'lIr	 ((, t• +)	 (.fl).r(1'1•t!):
tSFT	 ST?In.t lT'.ST^)	 E n IT	 lC; .I^:TKY)	 (ti(11.F(2.u)):
Ga'^'1^=CODES/ATV:
l)) I=	 1	 T')	 CU t	 T- It . .'	 .	 1.
IF	 ClU'IT? Y = C )'!T^t;l_."',  ( I l .C r)')Elr4lY-I 	Tt. c0`4	 I'):
nl:j%,I•..-r'",'.T
	





(I.-	 F.	 )1 T	 1	 •	 T^^	 r	 l	 t	 ,T - Y	 .!	 01	 T ^;;I_.	 ):'	 ( T I	 }'•
C HAS^.f. n .T-ir,t_.n'
	
(I1.k,.)jv)I	 )t:;-t.TC,'-jY	 F •	 r-T c ;	 O • ;	 ?rCO	 ')	 ,•.
cr1^:
jF	 ni rv EY>U	 Tacti ^'^:
urJT	 ticT^('. ► 	 a il = t,Y-	 :(	 ,T)	 TT	 T I T I I :.
•1LO"'',ITI1-19	 ;T..•$	 •W	 Ca( LE I . . , :)ATA	 •AC1F1.5•1
( C. t.(	 l)... +	(I`•)..1	 (1).	 .=.
It. tn).A):
Al)	 F 	 lt t 	 )	 1	 -,)	 -crt'1'"FY1:
•))	 K	 -	 I
	 TO	 r^ l a,,,	 •.





	 t '.	 (	 1T'J (	 ') .I	 ^^ri	 /	 I	 )	 ..	 )	 Ln 1	 (t	 (CYST.	 T)	 r41.( n 1 J l	 l). LFVt!;)••.r)I'(^I)
	
-(•,.t ► [:.^r<r•'.Iaf'
t	 1	 ('i	 t_tJ).''' (F (3.
	
A,
	 )• ►.f-1A,A(24)•	 '---	 .,r.x131..•- --^.'^^•
F•ln:
FL cc'	 FttT	 SK 1 11	 FP. = ISY SOD T'•TI
Fr)IT(•C•	 k ,	 , T ,y	 ,,	 ' ! 1".CT	 ,.:Y	 T	 'i
[• )T()	 t +ETL&P-, ):
F r) l:	 Fvl)	 Y,	 I­ I_=n•.:
It
3_85
3.3.15 LISTING DATA IN THE DATA BASE (LISTJOB)




Data and control block entries must exist for the countries
requested.
3.3.15.3 Inputs
Request for data cards on a country basis.
3.3.15.4 Outputs






















RU ► I W"). 15	 O.TE	 11/1?/7-,	 _TI ME A^► 1^ -^	 l.icTT^G nF A ")Ji ll F I•ict',st4—'
DESCRI D TIIN	 LI:;T CtJA tiatic P'+u
maSTFN T ILE	 :..rnc.CCF^.LFC.Ltc;,7
At , IIFI) T n	
—r





.11n^5	 ;1t7	 _	 ---—
I. AN(Ojl S IB=	 —L





2 FTI. = Io) C-44(i) •
2	 so
Cf
.51. ^ C[ •.='', [.T '(1'x•7)
G O'i % (P" I^  
3	 D
^TLV--~CS F TaEO -I'+(l^•I;1-
t o.-: t	 i t 1.
3 L• rT rn F. FTYF7 -4I4r(1ti.t))•
3 I.00+.T1:I': FI^F^ ^t•I(1:•'I):
"'L 1 +II^ti•
Lt,rr i l J •r rj r.r 1 -[ .tl^•:I.
LtYANW
t LT' Fl x ^^ a1t!(1^.IJ).
i F ;;;- C F 1 t : t	 •(•11f1S•rO.
	




	 1 1 If 	 I• (+I .1I •
FILL O: 	I C, 'rlr•1.
tI . G•/ • If	 1	 II^•;I•
I	 IL(.-( FI r.	 (I	 ).
IISTbIiR' F I^^	 T' t,ti'•I.
3 t.U M CODE: F I	 7I': (1 ^^ • y J
s'lprr-tN71












4	 C rr1F	 .,••	 : j ^t,t	 G i	 111 x.01 . •
"^;-- Et_ r	ter;-a	
'	
I,c,,	 r t ,(t y . r'1•	 = I
,`	 j	 i.. ,	 I	 (	 i	 •, •	 I)	 •	 _-




3	 1	 E1")	 -+1	 31 SO) 	 - ..-
.	 ...,r,,. j	 F1_^i;	 F ^>lF t 1	 aI'I11 ^•'1) • _	 ......	 -
..
l	 T(IT	 L^ti	 ^ rv . R ^ 	 •r•.11,..^).
- 3	 '•LK;'aSF')_Fit•r,	 ,=1	 15.•t1.
i	 '.I_f ;T^	 r	 f	 ..:.	 1•	 (17.'1 .y
3	 I•cl	 r.-J	 r.•	 ,1,11	 •.	 ). _
'1
	
F1,:	 .1 . :f1	 •.',J,	
-
IL
1	 CODS 1 12) .
►vRT I )I S -'	 F1^ % iJ	 N I )t15.ur.
3	 vl; t•UY	 1-i•')) 0
3	 VI.A •ITl ••t	 Fixt.)	 (31•,$)•
' ,ra I	 _,.	 3'L
J^ cr	 C-•
•	 rigs,,	 • 1	 1',•t)•
_	 ..	 t.)	 rI T '	 I	 'l	 .t^l.1)
•	 r I	 I	 r•	 ^):
tact- I^,	 ^•
IF
3	 Fi l l.' •	 t	 c I• : :	 .: ja/l	 ,.)1.
c lrc,	 -1	 , 1 17.	 I)•
1	 r•a r'^:f^)	 % 1'^^,,	 it	 J(•til.,,).
it1	 -'	 I	 '•	 1	 ) t
r p ri	 (r"•,[Y•1'T..irT• I: •^•^.i Y•,):Sr,,r`,-.c,)I)1T ►rr•t),j-411%.) r i' 1 0 •fl"(IS•J)I
'I ra	 iI	 '•(•I_• • •r. l	 ( t,^ 	 ,1	 11	 I) i
it^l,	 CY^^•'^ 1'.1	 r it.:	 yT..r} ^•' .l'I^:'J1:	 t. '.J1 . 	 • .I,	 .^ 1 I) t i
„ - I	 i • r	 F 11.	 . . 
'11
	
',. ^,.	 j..	 ^	 t	 T 1
	
. ",t 1
(tasnt:.:	 _	 F F (I_ - :r^iIN E14CO11•114.497041' 	
1
• 1 
: r1 T'1 C i.l i
is-1 i
c..^	 F(i)4F	 Ill ^•:rc'f^Y)i'
r.cTr 1^1: CSI •IL I (=	 •!	 )	 ',11(1	 1	 (s. ,l 111•A( u)t:
Y-" V :;-"I
I
IF S 0 c,T 0 1I 1 q T % •i.I Ia/.•r''1') 1c r l) •l krn'40 0 Tr+Er1 r,Utn F•I-1.1t
I,FT
	 =T'-'1
	 'l!	 - f -1	 •,1T	 (^'	 1	 l•Il1.F((n.v))^	 _	 ^
Cn 1Yr j Y = rl lr, - {rrl l t: y/(,)' 1 1'111)CKt- f."T .• r $- 1.	 •^••,
^.	 I•.1•-f •L•	 i • ^'. 1i•'•!11z?:
11'1	 T	 )	 1	 , i	 '.I ^'	 1	 - :
	
IF roiLl - T ^ rc r	 .*: /L. ' . l I I 	 j1IU'4 T-< 1 4 G-)i
nj'^Fp^M-C 1 1• I T '+' !L • t11} Ili• :"^rj•+5i
	
v11T uw,r ► • It, r (<rju ..1 	r 	 Ilr	 I'	 T+L C ', 41^Y •• 1,'^'IT-"(' •'^'t r lI	 -to,-
1 14..5 '.:•!r,1+i!..9''Ill.', I I^liS• 1 'l1 ; 'ELT(J-Y f .,T^1:5 ^'a
s	 OUT Sri •' FILttSYSPr'I%I	 • .JIT I'C'),)c;	 : • .t, Mr 1 •'"'iT'• 1y ^G F ;CALr'
-
(	 T,,,r	 ir•I,)9i,.	 le l;ll' 1•"r,L i	 - I11• r 	"C•
iJ).u'jl7%r,: j.f " '	 !r)L.CJ-iJ).,
rt.''?-•}I •.	 1 I )•^	 'I`	 •'	 I:(	 T..	 1,^•	 ,^ 	 I)	 r	 j."..1^1.1-
it P1	 •r(Zt•C	 1'^i•	 '
F+II=	 ^.
iF r% TO W F V)Q T ^^': 111
uFA,, 011 ► Ir,.r)	 i ,t	 t• 1	 •I	 • c^l„T ..	rl:
Of) h - 1 Tr, ;,I • +'J •t
	
IF I-A'z TNEi: GOs	 N'
	
a.^r, cjl•{I•^f ► T Trll	 fWI	 Erl:
	
TF t{1 1 ► cm Ii:r • 1I	 t	 } • I	 T•Ir'1 UUt
r)Fsr1' r Y a .)I i .:i - lr).
r	 nVTCziI't41 r il (iY^	 i li) • f n tT :'ICVEL'•'^'	 1,1	 -I^FI_..',1TIi,)E0
•'.. f1',I T1,•.1	 S: •	 ^1./1	 j-. • N I	 In(^1.1	 t',1	 ri1^Lt1•
	
l,Ii ( ►' '1 .L1 r .. I•JT 7 (	 ^Ir!=',IJ 1•'11	 (.) .	 ).	 •'^ I	 j ;t_qT .
	
1T- c^ t./'.. •. Ii^1 ^i .	 I C,'. ,(." 1'•1 •, , ^: . •ui^ {+') .:1"i ' '•
	
jzj
--^-	 (!.•II)••'•..I:l...,1	 ..vt11•.1••l^l•A•)•(_)•0•((^^• •Rl•,1•r•
♦( - )...^K 1.	 ( 1•G} 	 •. (







,!Pt-)1FTL.-'^Yt--	 •)	 IT l' r1'T t. :F;^.1: • I	 1S O'! ^-= C7 • .. .
	




C•t,(-')••'	 I•••• 1'A•'.(..•lfIl)1•	 •^1^'•'•/1.1•	 •111•'1:




	 17,,•	 ,i	 •.	 I	 T•	 .
	
L,, :'' F I1^^ I r, : ) T• T ,.	 11T1?) i f'v( r., ^Pli Y1 ,
	
1 ,. , r t i T •: 1• G C' 1- _
	
, .. ,	 . L L r J	 .. r
	
Pi I T r,r(.• Fj1 i (^.:	 it ••- 1jT 1 ' ' r .( (.T .• .-c. 1.	 •	 I.'I	 !•
	
n ' G '. i•T IT ' I r^.'	 r (. I ... r ^[r.. I:: r• r 	 L"17F •'- •rat •F"'TfJCf;•
V;TA Cu11 P S	 511-+C `' I•	 1'1 • ' r a G 1 . t 1 ^C1.CU,'1- l J1.f,rlr)r(	 c,^l.C,Ir•I I I• Z ' I :1:'	I I)	 I =1	 !'	 "1	 :!'1	 ,1-1	 1	 1')1







FI1.F(•-'L: )	 I:.tr'11	 ,^,1	 r• YIIIt
K^ ^Kt • 1 :
	
^T • r.
.•rljG D /•Lur	 IT^IL)•r•1•C•••^r•	 iL(I )	 •1Y'
•	 •^ ^,	 /.1'	 •r•j••	 ^ 1 • i.^il,(.^, 1_(11	 l	 I:1	 ,.
1 f,	 )1 .. •• t ..^. '-)	 '.(1 ` 	 .r. ,•. ^I	 I I 1•-'1 '. r1("	 "	 1^I




	 ,.	 :.1. 	 ^cl, ► .• ► f',I.,)	 •,:,	 J , (	 it-,	 1;1•
	
Tf r . :( • • r1 1
	
►
 1	 '. t' .	 I . I1 ).^ .,t,{ 1) n: l . ► :1	 Tu I;, 1 •
	
("T l! I • '( t''	 )	 .. (.	 ll 1 .•'•	 f '1	 1=	 T AI	 ) 1
/1•r
IF	
I.t.(,	 1-...	 rl•	 ')•ll	 1••IG	 ^7.rr));




	•	 F cE iF r01 r , T4Y= Y Tk4 r, Dt)t
,i,,
	 c) 1 '! 1' 1 5^i ^) ^tY(:LSC^_r)
	
tF 1 1 FSt^llj ( :Or) T W iN	 f t	 i
/)^ l = 1 1''1	 C1•`'I,:S
I^RSr••1:
P1)1 c tl ? lP) ril.E(SYSar 1 1r T) ED IT ('t^.a^^.^ •^11lT.YR.^ ► rc^
.r.^	 mo::.• i,,.11)	 )-Tt(L).i-•	 (—).VuT-A(1- ► •^l4l^,•
I^^yl'9I.JAi A[I-).NoI rt-1-1.
t o	 1_
:•+-I 	 (-1 '-'r 1'	 ^) ^.t iCJ(•)• ,•11..(L).H;:DV(J) Un t=1 1u •1.
•.. 1'
	
p j ja l ( ..1( ;* .1- ♦1 	 • it	 (•.,) • i	 T. (L) •--' '1 1( -1)	 •^ 1	 1"' 1	 S 1 y1It • ,	 r-^	 •.;^r
	
.+,)L
	 ^1Y	 Ur •,F	 J'JLY	 i.11.	 Sr: 3 T ^.
Ttr.	 cl • ..	 1.''••1'+(LI.T^^!u(.11 7x1 J =1 Tn 11)•
	
_	
^.	 t),	 t.	 ^	 r,	 1	
.I••I X 11,1. 1- ri '( 1 1	 1^1	 Irl	 T i	 111
(^(.•.•('!!••^	 T	 c( .•'i)Ir^)•F(3.J)	 (c')•
11 •!111.'1•^1 l1 	1),.•I,.	 ','I-'1	 ^•I.••	 ^(c•1•'..>,•	 c,^1^^
^il^)...1^ ^^----^..^.5^1•'• ^(lu)9a•1?. F(7.')))i
IF r
wEA!^
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This section describes the operation of each of the monthly
yield data base support programs.
4.1 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
There are'four types of programs run in maintaining and using
the YES Yield Monthly D%ca Base: data base initialization, data
base definition, data base load and update and listing.
4.1.1 DATA BASE INITIALIZATION
The file initialization program is the first program to be run
in setting up the data base. This program defines the first
record of the file.to be the control block and all other records
as blank. It also sets the variables in the control block to
some dummy values which will be changed in subsequent programs
to accommodate the actual situation. One variable, the number
of .records contained in the file excluding the control block, is
dependent on the user's facilities and must be filled into the
program before it . is run.
4.1.2 DATA BASE DEFINITION
Definition of the data base involves establishing the control
block, defining the directories, and entering the data defini-
tions. An example run setup is given in appendix C.
4.1.2.1 Definition of the Control Block
Definition of the control block is the se:...nd step in the creation
of the. data base.
1. Not all sections and ,subsections must be defined by the user.
The file initialization program sets all variables to standard
values and some of these values should be changed only when they




These include the number of level-one entries, the informa-
tion about level -one entries, the number of records on the
file, and the information about each of the records on the
file; these are sections 8, 9, 10, and 11, respectively. All
other sections should be defined.
2. Information is read in on cards with only one section or only
one subsection of a section on a card.
3. Names are punched left-justified, or starting in the leftmost
column of the field, and numbers are punched right-justified.
4. The section number must be punched in columns 6 and 7, and
the subsection number in columns 9 and 10. Zero is used if
the section has no subsection.
5. Since each section contains different types of information,
the formats in'which they are entered must also change.
a. For sections 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, the appropriate number
is punched in the field of columns 12 to 15.
b. For section 1, the file identification name is punched
in the field of columns 12 to 19.
c. For all subsections of section 3, the password is punched
in the field of columns 12 to 19. Note that once sec-
tions 2 and 3 are defined, subsequent programs accessing
the file will require a password card.
d. For all subsections of section 5, the level name is punched
in the field of columns 12 to 35.
e. For all subsections of section 7, the code number, unit
number, base, scale, code name, and unit name should be
punched in the field of columns 12 to 15, 17 to 20, 22 to
25, 27 to 30, 32 to 55, and 57 to 80, respectively.
f. For all subsections of section 9, the code number, number
of directories, record number, displacement, and name
ter
should be punched in the field
to 20, 22 to 25, 27 to 30, and
g. F-)r all subsections of section
amount and -location of free sp,
the field of columns 12 to 15,
respectively.
of columns 12 to 15, 17
32 to 55, respectively.
11 the record type and
mce should be punched in
17 to 20, and 22 to 25,
Updating the control block is done in two ways, manually by the
user or automatically with the other programs.
1. The manual update of the control block is done with the same
program that was used for defining it. Consequently, the
same formats for each of the sections and/or subsections are
followed. Any section and/or subsection can be changed using
the program but only sections 1 through 7 or section 10 should
ever need to be changed. For the subsections of sections 7,
9, and 11, all the variables must be punched on the card even
if some values remain the same; if a variable's field is empty,
it will be coded as blank on the file.
2. The automatic update of the control block is done by the other-
programs which add information to the file. The sections 8
and 9 are changed when the directory block for a new level-
one region is defined. Whenever a block on the file is read
into for the first time, section 11 is changed to show which
type of information was read in; also whenever information is
added in a block, section 11 is changed to show the amount of
free space remaining.
4.1.2.2 Defining the Directories
De`inition of the directory entries in the directory block, or
blocks, is the third step in the creation of the data base.




2. Names are punched left-justified and numbers are punched
right-justified in their appropriate field of columns.
3. Sections 1 through 5 and section 14 are punched in columns 3
to 4, 5 to B. 10 to 14, 15 to 19, 21 to 44, and 71 to 80,
respectively. These are the level number, code number,
latitude, longitude, entry name and the unique ten-digit
code.
4. Sections 12 and 13 are defined during execution of the program
which defines the data descriptor entries, and section 15 is
defined during execution of the program which defines the
model definition blocks; no user definition is required.
5. Sections 6 through 11 are defined with the define directory
program, but some user input is necessary. to the field of
columns 45 to 48, the position in the input card deck of the
entry's parent is coded. For example, if Colorado, a level-
three region, is the third directory entry card, then the
.entries for the level-four regions in Colorado would have a
3 coded in column 48. Level-one regions would have a negative
one coded since they have no parent. In the fields of col-
umns 49 to 52 and 53 to 56 are coded the positions in the card
deck of the directory entries corresponding to the entry's
brother and child. negative ones are coded if there is no
brother or child.
6. Only directory entries for one level-one region and the higher
levels within it can be defined during one execution of the
define directory program. The program will be terminated if
a second level-one card is encountered.
7. The first input card must be the level-one region's directory
entry. If the level of the first card is not cane, then the
program will be terminated. The remaining cards can be in any
order; however, calculations of the parent, brother, and child
positions would be facilitated if the entries were kept in
sequence.
^* y7
S. If the define directory program is run twice with the same
input cards, then there will be two directory blocks for the
same country, and the country will be listed twice in the
control block information.
Directory entries are automaticall y: updated by the other programs
which add information to the file. Sections 12 and 13 are changed
when the data descriptor entries are added to the file. The sub-
sections of section 15 are changed when the model definition blocks
are added to the file.
4.1.2.3 Defining the Data Descriptors
Definition of the data descriptor entries must be done before the
data can be placed on the file and after the directory entries
have been defined,
1. Information for each data descriptor entry is read in on a
set of cards, the number of cards dependent on the number of
variable codes required for the data.
2. Numbers are punched right-justified in their appropriate
field of columns.
3. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, and 14 are punched in columns 2 to 11,
13 to 17, 19 to 22, 24 to 25, 27 to 30, and 32 to 33, respec-
tively. These are the identification Number, WMO number, ele-
vation, total number of years for which data could be defined,
length in bytes for storage of one year's data, and the number
of codes.
4. The information for each code in section 15 is punched on a
separate card. The number of code cards must be equal to the
number of codes specified on the first card. The code number,
number of elements, element size, and number of subcodes are
punched in the field of columns 2 to 4, 6 to 8, 10 to 11, and
13, respectively. The one to eight subcode numbers are punched
in the fields of columns 15 to 17, 19 to 21, 23 to 25, 27
to 29, 31 to 33, 35 to 37, 39 to 41, and 43 to 45, as needed.
S. Sections 3 and 4 are defined during execution of the define
descriptor program by copying the information from the region's
directory entry. Sections 7 and 9 to 12 are defined during
execution of the program which defines the data onto the file.
No user definition is required.
6. The entire set of cards is repeated for each data descriptor
entry being defined.
Updating the data descriptor entries is done two ways, manually
by the user and automatically with the define data programs.
1. The manual update of the descriptor entries is done with the
same program that was used for defining the entries. In order
to update a particular descriptor entry which is already
defined, the entire set of cards used to define that entry
is input again with appropriate corrections made. The pointers
to the data, sections 9 to 12, are not changed when the define
descriptor program is used for update. To add more data
descriptor entries to the file, the same format is used to
construct the set of cards for each entry and the define
descriptor program used again.
2. The automatic update of the data descriptor entries is done
during execution of programs which define or update data on
the file. The sections involved are 7 and 9 to 12.
4.1.3 ENTERING AND UPDATING DATA
Initial load of data may be done either by the updating program
UPDDATA, or the individual country loaders AUSARG, USSR, CANADA,
and USA.
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4.1.3.1 Entering Data With the Individual Country Loaders
Before the data can be pleced on the file the control block,
directory en..ries and data descriptor entries must all be
defined.
1. Data for each variable within a certain year and region are
entered on separate cards. The cards are grouped by year
and sorted chronologically within each region before execu-
tion of a define data program.
2. Numbers are punched right-justified in their appropriate
field of columns.
3. There are two different formats for entering data, one for
meteorological data and one for yield data. Both formats
require the year, variable code, and identification number
to be punched in the field of columns 4 to 7, 8 to 10, and
71 to 80, respectively.
a. For a meteorological variable, the data for each of the
12 months are punched in the field of columns 11 to 15,
16 to 20, 21 to 25, 26 to 30, 31 to 35, 36 to 40, 41 to
45, 46 to 50, 51 to 55, 56 to 60, 61 to 65, and 66 to
70. If any of the 12 fields is blank, the value of the
variable for that month will be coded as -9999 on the
file to indicate a missing value.
b. For a yield variable, the data for each crop are punched
in the field of columns 11 to 20, 21 to 30, 31 to 40, and
41 to 50, as needed. If more than one crop is reported,
then it is assumed that the data are organized in ascend-
ing order according to crop code. For example, spring
wheat with code 201 is punched in the field 11 to 20 and
winter wheat with code 202 in the field 21 to 30. If
there is only one crop, the value of the yield variable
is punched in the field 11 to 20. Extra fields should
be left blank.
4.1.3.2 Rpdating Data
Data are updated by use of the update data program UPDDATA.
Update includes changing data for years which already exist on
the file and adding data for new years. It does not include
adding data for regions which have no data descriptor entry; the
data descriptor entry must be defined first.
1. The same formats used for defining data of the meteorological
and yield variables are used for updating those data.
2. Cards can be entered in any order, although sorting the cards
by year for each region identification number makes the pro-
gram more efficient.
3. In the case of meteorological data, values of the variable
for any month which are left blank will be assigned values
of -9999. Therefore, if one month of a year's precipitation
data needs to be changed, the values for all months should
be coded. In the case of yield data, the same procedure will
hold for the values of the variables for the different crops
which are missing.
4. When a new year is added to the file, it is not necessary
that all variables be defined; one variable card for a year
not previously defined is sufficient to initialize space and
change all appropriate pointers for the new year. However,
values of the undefined variables will be zero rather than
the value -9999 which usually denotes a missing value. The
-9999 can be assigned for all valu,>s of a variable by enter-
ing a card for that variable with blanks for all months or
crop information.
5. When an old year is updated, only the variable or variables
which need changes need input cards. The other variables
remain unchanged.
6. The program assumes that enough free space exists in the
data block for extra years if they need to be defined. It
does not start a new record as a second data block for the
region.
?. The program assumes that the variable being updated or
defined is one which is already defined in the region's
data descriptor entry. It cannot define new variables
until their code number, position, and length are put in
the data descriptor.
4.1.4 LISTING PROGRAMS
Three listing programs are provided: YESLS02 to list the control
block, YESLSO4 to list directories, and LISTJOB to list data.
4.1.4.1 Listing the Control Block
To list information in the control block, the program YESLS02 is
used. The only input required is a card with '++END OF COMMAND'
punched in columns 1 to 16.
4.1.4.2 Listing the Directory Blocks
To list directory information, the program YESLSO4 is used. The
ten--digit identification code for the appropriate region should
be punched in columns 2 to 11. The program will. then list the
directory entry for that region and all smaller regions within
that region. For example, if all the Canadian directory entries
are needed, the code 0500000000 is used; if only the Alberta
regions are needed, then the code 0502030000 is used. Any number
of input code cards can be used, and then all followed by an
' ++END OF COMMAND' card.
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To fist ^tepor^.ptQr information  and date, the program LISTJOB is
used, The ten-digit identiticati4n coQe for the appropriate region
should be punched in columns 2 to 11, $ome control and directory
information will be printed as well as data for all available years
for that region, Any number of input code cards can be uscd, and







































FIXED BIN (15,0) ,
CHAR (24),



















A maximum of 84 directory entries can be placed in a directory























FIXED BIN (15, 0)
FIXED BIN (15, 0)
FIX FD BEQ(15,0),
FIXED BIN(15,0),
FIXED 'IN 115, 0)
FIXF0 BT:: (1 5,0)
FIXED BIN (15, 0) ,
FIXED BIN (15,0),
FIXED SIN (15	 0) ,
FIXED BIN 05,0),
FIXED BIN(31,0),
FIXED BIN (15, 0) ,







This precedes the data for each region in the data blocks;
it is 336 b,,tes long.
DCL 1 DESCj
Fi 2 ID FIXED BIN(31,0),
2 WMO FIXED BIN(31,0),
2 LATI FIXED BIN (15,0),,
2 LONG FIXED BIN (lSO),
2 ELEV FIXED BIN(15,0),
2 TOTBLKS FIXED BIN(15,0),
2 NUMBYRS FIXED BIN(15.0),
2 BUSIZE FIXED BIN (IS,O),
2 FSTRECNO FIXED BIN(15,0)o
2 FSTDISP FIXED BIN(150,0),
2 LSTRECNO FIXED BIN(15,0),,
2 LSTDISP FIXED BIN(lS,O),
2 RESERVED CHAR(18),
2 NUM.BCODE FIXED BIN (15,O),
2 DCODE(12),
3 CODENUMB rrXED BIN(15,0),
3 NUMSELEM FIXED BIN (15,0)0
3 ELEMSIZE FIXED BIN(15,0),
3 NUMSCODE FIXED BIN(15,0)0,
3 SUBCODEM FIXED BIN(15,0);
IDI
Australia Data Year Entry
There is a maximum of 47 years following the data descriptor
entry in a data block for each Australian regions each year



















FINED BIN (31, 0) ,
FIXED BIN (31, 0) f
Canada Data Year Entry
There is a maximum of 47 years following the data descriptor
entry in a data block for each Canadian region; each year entry














FIXED BIN (15,0) ,
FIXED BIN (15, 0) ,
FIXED BIN(15,0),
FIXED BIN (15,0) ,
FIXED BIN(15,0),
FIXED BIN (15,0) ,
FIXED BIN1 01, 0) ,
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U.S.S.R. Data Year Entry
There is a maximum of 22 years following the data descriptor
entry for each Russian region in a data block; the data for
two regions can be placed in each' data block. Each year










FIXED BIN (15, 0) ,







United States Data Year Entry
There is a maximum of 47 yeas following the data descriptor
entry in a data block for each United States region; each year















FIXED BIN (15, 0)
FIXED BIN(15,0),
FIXED BIN (15, 0) ,
FIXED BIN (15, 0) ,
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